Supply Chain management

Micromasters Program

Why Supply Chain management
Micromasters?
Since organizations choose many different ways to compete and succeed, the discussion
starts at the top with strategy and shows how operations strategies directly flow from and
support corporate strategy. This MicroMasters starts by introducing the supply chain
management environment.
It shows how manufacturing fits within this highly interconnected system and helps it thrive.
This course describes how manufacturers move their product from creation to the customer
via distribution channels, and it also discusses the value of market and supplier
segmentation.
Examines manufacturing strategies, including the pros and cons of each major strategy
and why they may be employed by manufacturers in various environments.
It continues on to cover the different manufacturing processes and layouts, including the
benefits of different layouts and why one layout may be chosen over another for the
production of a given product.
This online Master’s degree program is designed for individuals with a four-year
undergraduate degree in a quantitatively focused area and does not require any
previous work experience.
Participants will gain an in-depth understanding of the role of supply chain managers in
enterprise supply chains and in determining overall strategy.
This MicroMasters degree also exposes participants to leading supply chain management
operating practices, analysis methods, technology applications and strategic development.
Throughout the seven stages and certificates of studying supply chain management and
strategic procurement management, the learners will bridge the gap between the
academic theories and real-world procurement management.

Learn and acquire in-depth knowledge about other supply chains–related aspects such as

inventory and procurement in the supply chain, contract and tender management, risk
management, project management basics, and advanced marketing channels management.

Explore how marketing strategies can affect manufacturing environments by causing

changes in demand; how these strategies are used to determine sales price and volume is
also discussed.

Gain expertise in the growing field of Supply Chain Management through an innovative

online program consisting of seven courses and a final capstone exam. The MicroMasters
Program in Supply Chain from Everest Business School is an advanced, professional,
graduate-level foundation in Supply Chain Management

Apply the use of key performance indicators and metrics. Metrics are important to ensure
that adequate organizational performance is achieved and are equally important in
identifying continuous improvement opportunities.

Who is this program for?

- Participants are expected to be with a four-year undergraduate degree in a
quantitatively focused area and does not require any previous work
experience.
- Mid-level to senior officials from any industry related to supply chain and logistics.
- For who works in the supply chain sector.
- For any person wishing to capitalize on supply chain.

Participant Profile
On your journey to learning Everest Executive Education and MicroMasters
online program, you’ll be in good company.
The participants come from a wide range of industries, job functions, and
management levels.
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Key Programme Takeaways
The skills and knowledge gained on this MicroMasters can be usefully applied on short-term
deployments
to a disaster zone, or in employment with international relief agencies and organizations.
Intercalating medical students may use this qualification as the foundation for further study
and specialist practice following qualification.

-Incorporate and manage uncertainty and risk
within supply chain management

-To apply core methodologies (probability,
statistics, optimization) used in supply chain
modeling and analysis.
-Select the optimal transportation routing and
modal choice for each segment

-Segment different customers, products, and
channels and design an optimal portfolio of
logistics approaches and strategies for these
various segments

-Identify, design, and implement the appropriate
forecasting methodology for each segment

-Identify, design, and implement the appropriate
inventory replenishment policy for each segment

-End to end supply chain management.
-How technology is used within supply chains
from fundamentals to packaged software systems.

-To understand and use fundamental
models to make trade-offs between
forecasting, inventory, and transportation.

-To design supply chain networks as well as
financial and information flows.

-To understand how supply chains act as
systems and interact.

Program Modules
This program is delivered through distance learning, so you'll engage in a range of
lectures, discussions and tutorials within an online environment.

Module one:Supply Chain
Fundamentals
-Operational objectives to meet competitive priorities
-Operating environment

-Manufacturing Business Model
-Differences Between Manufacturing
Environments
-Manufacturing Process Types
-KPIs and Metrics

-Business strategy and supply chain
planning

-Measuring Performance

-Marketing strategies

-Sustainable and Socially Responsible
Supply Chains

-Distribution channels
-Marketing and supplier segmentation
-Fundamentals of sales and operations
planning
- Production Planning
-Master Scheduling and the Master
Production Schedule (MPS)
-Updating the sales forecasting report
-Demand planning phase
-Manufacturing planning and control
-Manufacturing Process and Philosophy
-Manufacturing Environments

-Internal and External Strategy Influences
-Ethics, Sustainability, and Social
Responsibility
-Financial, Legal, and Regulatory
Compliance

Module two: Supply Chain
Design
-Overview of Supply Chain Design:
Introduction to Network Flow models.
-Basic Supply Chain Network Design:
Facility Location and Network Design
problems.
-Advanced Supply Chain
Network Design: Modeling
multiple products,multiple

echelons, and multiple time periods.
-Supply Chain Finance I: Activity Based
Costing, Working Capital, and
Cash-to-Cash conversation cycle.
-Supply Chain Finance II: Discounted cash
flow analysis and capital budgeting and
investing.

Module three: Operations
and Supply Chain
Management
-Procurement and Operations
Management.
-Strategic Procurement.

-Supplier Management I: Auctions,
sourcing, and procurement.

-Sourcing Decisions in Supply Chain
Management.

-Supplier Management II: Optimization
based procurement, and risk sharing.

-Basics of Forecasting Techniques.

-Production Planning: Introduction to Bills
of Material (BOM), Material Resource
Planning (MRP) systems, and Distribution
Resource Planning (DRP) systems.

-CRM Role in Supply Chain
Management.
-Supply Chain Design and Cost
Management.

-Demand Management: Challenges of
collaboration with customers and
management levers to improve
coordination.

-Decision Models for Supply Chain.

-Independent Demand Ordering Systems

-Quality Management.

-Creating a Product Road Map

-Contact Management.

-Product Development

-Tender Management.

-Characteristics of Demand

-Project Management.

-Forecasting

Module four: Inventory
Management

-Process & Organizational Design: The
design of the supply chain organization
itself.

-Supplier Management and
Negotiation.

-Types of Inventory

-Aggregate Inventory Management

-Establishing External Supply.

-Functions of Inventory.

-Completing the Purchasing Process.

-Item Inventory Management.

-Responding to Supply Disruptions and
Changes.

-Inventory Controls.
-Inventory Costs.
-Order Quantities.
-Economic Order Quantity.

-Measuring Supplier Performance.
-Execution and Control.
-Flow Processes.

-Ordering Costs.

-Batch Processes.
-Bottleneck Management.

-Financial Statements and Inventory.

-Supply Chain Risk Management.

-Financial Inventory Performance
Measures.

Module six: Supply Chain
Technology and Systems

-Financial Statement Inventory
Valuation.
-Inventory Policies.
-Inventory Policies to Protect
Against Uncertainty.
-Auditing Inventory Records.

Module five: Supply Chain
Dynamics
-Executing the Supply Plan.
-Purchasing Participants and Objectives.

-Fundamental IT concepts and
Introduction to e-SCM.
-Supply Chain Management systems.
-Analysis of data from supply chain
systems.
-Internet-enabled supply chains and
cloud computing basics.
-Key supply chain management
application tools and software.
-The acquisition and use of data
in the supply chain.

-Introduction to industry 4.0 and the new
technological trends.
-Supply chain used cases adopting.
-Big data analytics.
-Internet of Things (IoT).
-Blockchain and smart contracts.
-Virtual augmented and mixed reality.
-Artificial Intelligence (AI) and robotics.
-Introduction to the “Physical Internet” and how it
would change the logistics and supply chain
landscape.
-Supply Chain Analytics.
-Statistics in supply chains.
-Formulating and solving optimization models.

Module seven: Logistics
in the Supply Chain
-Basic logistics and supply chain design
principles.
-Logistics and Operations Management.
-Managing Capacity.
-Aggregate Planning.

-Transportation Management.
-Global Considerations in Logistics
Management.
-Case Studies in Global Supply Chain &
Logistics.

Your Learning Journey
• Orientation Week
The first week is orientation week. During this week you will be introduced
to the other participants in the class from across the world and you will learn
about the track details, materials, assignments, and final project.

• Weekly Goals
On other weeks, you have learning goals set for the week. The goals
would include the online interactive lectures and completing the
assignments. All assignments need to be submitted within one week.

• Debrief Sessions
The programme features weekly live online sessions with industry
practitioners who are available to help you clarify your doubts pertaining
to the content. Assignments are graded by the program faculty.

• Peer discussion groups
Discussion boards are an integral part of each module and provide
a forum where participants can interact, share ideas, and ask
questions.

• Live Q&A sessions
Live webinars with Everest Executive Business School provide opportunity
for additional instruction as well as Q&A sessions for the group.

• Timely Follow up and Learning Support
The Programme Support team will follow up over emails and phone calls
with learners who are unable to submit their assignments on time or any
other concern during the learning journey till sending the MicroMaster
final grade.

Certificate
Get recognized! Upon successful completion of each module in the program with a
minimum 75% score, Everest Executive Business School grants a certi¬ficate of each
module completion plus a MicroMasters completion certificate to participants. This
program is scored as a pass or no-pass.

Full Name
has successfully completed all courses and received
passing grades to earn a Maicromasters program
cer�ﬁcate in:

Logistics
Management
Supply
Chain
Management

23th November, 2021
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Program details

- ELIGIBILITY
Any Graduate/ Diploma holder

- DURATION
336 hours – 12 months
4-6 hours/ week

- PROGRAM FEES
£ 4444

- INSTALLMENTS
Four

Payment methods:
Vodavone cash: + 2% from the total amount to number +201019111669
Bank account: “Arab African International Bank”
Account number : 10271874
Egyptian pounds account number: 1027187410010201
IBAN: EG750057012201027187410010201
American dollar account number: 1027187410010101
IBAN: EG590057012201027187410010101
SWIFT Code: ARAIEGCXXXX
After the payment please send copy of the transfer
receipt to WhatsApp number: +201019111669.

About Everest Business School
Who we are?
Everest Business School is one of EVEREST Business
Consulting firms which is Ltd entity based in UK.
Established in 2015 and listed in the UK Register of
Learning Providers with the UKPRN: 10089732.

We deliver exceptional live online/offline learning
experiences with innovative teaching and learning
solutions.
Everest Business School Degrees designed to serve a
few or thousands of learners, access courses from
anywhere.
Everest is an Interactive learning model and multiple
assessment types to engage learners in active & deep
learning to gain exceptional learning experience.

Contacts

info@everest-bcc.com +20102516960

+201019111669

Follow Us @

https://www.facebook.com/everestbusinessconsulting

//www.linkedin.com/company/everestbusinessconsulting

https://www.instagram.com/everest_bcc/ https://twitter.com/Everestbusines3

https://youtube.com/channel/UC-q7eE5TT72s_LA1--Rldvg

https://www.everest-bcc.com/

https://youtube.com/channel/UC-q7eE5TT72s_LA1--Rldvg

